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Brest Brest ••

http://www.tourisme.fr/carte/05.map
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Different target groupsDifferent target groups

 Citizens of specific categories (elderly, 
disabled, young people)

 « second car » with car sharing systems
 Urban vehicles and complementary to 

public transport systems

 the « car instead of the car, the car after 
the car », thus integration of ADAS 
systems for assistance to drivers
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Main topic: communication and Main topic: communication and 
personnalised vehiclepersonnalised vehicle

 Keep with you the characteristic of your trips and 
behavior (telecom device) and use it in a car fleet

 Have access to all communications in the vehicle 
(uploading and downloading capacities), phone, 
internet, wifi

 Vehicle as « information fuelling station » for 
drivers on driving conditions

 Vehicle as prolongation of a mobile 
device/navigation system and personal assistance 
system
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Challenges for small citiesChallenges for small cities

 Need for innovative mobility systems integrating 
characteristic of private and public vehicles!

 Short distances
 Scarce public space in city centres and on streets
 However congestion and environmental issues to 

deal with…
 Innovation for completing public transport services
 Integrate the fast increasing “dependence” on TIC
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Some requirements for the vehicle = Space Some requirements for the vehicle = Space 
and energy efficient vehicleand energy efficient vehicle
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Project with 
Telecom 
operator 
(mobile) for 
integration of 
mobile 
technologies in 
the vehicles 
(guidance…)
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Connection with other modesConnection with other modes

Conception of Conception of 
innovative car parks,  innovative car parks,  
intermodal platforms, intermodal platforms, 
contribution to the contribution to the 
development of development of 
innovative urban innovative urban 
mobility.mobility.
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Platform for fuelling = both energy and Platform for fuelling = both energy and 
information fuelling stationinformation fuelling station
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Awareness raising for citizens: demonstration Awareness raising for citizens: demonstration 
platform for learning how to use the system safely platform for learning how to use the system safely 
and efficientlyand efficiently
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Interest from different partnersInterest from different partners

 Local government (small and large cities, 
county councils)

 Industry (telecom, infrastructure, 
parking…)

 Research laboratories

 Test to be launched in Brittany from 2008 
with support from the European 
Commission
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